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New waitlist eases registration problems

Kaci Felstet
The University of Montana
is attempting to make it easier
for students to get into high-demand classes with an electronic waiting list system.
UM started using the electronic system last spring to

place registering students on
waiting lists for full classes this
fall.
Joe Hickman, interim registrar for the University, said he
thinks this could solve a lot of
problems students have while
registering.
“This will allow students to
waitlist for courses they really
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Toxins in Clark
Fork make fish
unsafe to eat

need to graduate,” Hickman
said.
Unlike in the past, Cyberbear now asks students if
they would like to be put on
the waiting list for the course,
Hickman said.
When a spot opens up, the
next student on the list is sent
an email, and they have 72

hours to decide if they want
to register for the course. The
waitlist will help facilitate the
process, but doesn’t guarantee
a spot in the class.
“Be sure to have another
plan in place in case they can’t
get into their waitlisted courses,” Hickman said.
The electronic waitlist will

help departments and instuctors know the demand for
certain classes. It also tells departments which times most
students want to take classes
depending on the section they
register for. This helps departments when deciding to add classes
and sections.
See REGISTRATION, page 8

Megan Petersen
Montana Kaimin
The fish in the Clark Fork
River are toxic, and three state
departments recommend Montanans find another source of
protein and omega-3s.
Montana’s departments of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Environmental Quality, and Public
Health and Human Services
are advising people not to eat
fish from a 105-mile stretch of
river between Missoula and
Paradise, Mont., after research
showed high levels of dioxins,
furans and polychlorinated biphenyls in rainbow trout and
northern pike.
Carol Ballew, senior public
health epidemiologist with the
DPHHS, said long-term and
heavy exposure to toxins like
the Clark Fork fish can lead to
cancer or nervous and immune
system problems.
“We put a consumption advisory out when we don’t think
it’s safe to eat fish and especially in the case of the northern
pike,” Ballew said. “We don’t
think it’s safe at all.”
FWP fish biologist David
Schmetterling said northern
pike live longer and prey on
other fish, which means toxins
accumulate more in the species. Because they grow bigger,
they’re often the ones that people keep to eat.
See FISH, page 8
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Last semester the electronic waiting list was tested on a few UM
courses. The University ended up
adding more math and chemistry
courses for this fall semester because
the waitlist showed sufficient demand, Hickman said.
Linda Bailey, a Spanish teacher at
UM, taught a class the waitlist was
tested on. Having the waitlist made
the process easier for her, but she
said she thinks students will benefit
the most.
“It’s a huge advantage for the students to not have to be constantly on
the Cyberbear program trying to get
into a class,” Bailey said.
Although Bailey liked the waitlist, there were some problems with
it. Some waitlisted students didn’t
know that they should attend the
class even if they weren’t registered,
in case a spot opened up.
“There were a lot of students
who wanted to get into the class but
weren’t attending, so they would get
behind,” Bailey said.
On the first day of class, teachers
take over the waitlist. This means
they not only go in order of the waitlist, but also take into account who is
showing up for class.
For some students, getting into
certain classes determines whether
they will graduate or not. Mariah
Rys-Sikora, a senior at UM, said she
has seen a lot of students run into
similar problems.
“I’ve been here for four years
now, and people seem to have a lot
of problems registering,” Rys-Sikora
said.
Rys-Sikora said she hasn’t had
any serious problems with not
getting into classes, but thinks the
waitlist could solve some problems
students have.
“It’s just a pain for a lot of people,”
Rys-Sikora. “I think this will definitely help a lot; especially if more
sections are opened.”

“I really don’t,” she said.
“Not in Missoula, not in Montana anywhere.”
However, a few ULTA stores
in Montana are doing well, including shops in Bozeman, Billings, and Helena, Sexty said.
According to a 2008 YWCA
report entitled “Beauty at Any
Cost,” Americans, on average,
spend $7 billion a year on cosmetics, which is about $100 per
person per month.
“We have basically not
stopped since opening,” Sexty
said, looking toward the long
line of customers at the cash
registers on the store’s third day.
“And we don’t see it stopping.”
This is not only because
ULTA is one of the only places
in town that offers name-brand
products, Sexty said, but because they also offer more affordable products people can
find at other retail stores, such
as L’Oreal and Maybelline, with
the added bonus of samples and
consultants. She said they have
a huge selection of hair-care
products, perfumes and a range
of other cosmetics
“It’s nice that it has everything in one location,” said Kayley Boshler, a freshman anthropology major.
Boshler first heard of the
store from a friend while she
was searching for bareMinerals products in the mall. Even
though she was originally looking for that one brand, she ended up perusing less-expensive
products.
“It’s nice to have name brand
and other stuff as well,” she
said.
ULTA is also trying to entice
men into its bright pink and
white store by offering many
types of male hair and body
care products and designer
colognes. Its section is rather
small in comparison, however,

kaci.felstet@umontana.edu
@kacifelstet

Justin Reichert/Montana Kaimin
The new ULTA location on North Russell offers a wide variety of cosmetic products and specialty services all under one roof.

Beauty boutique tests big brands in Big Sky
Madelyn Beck
Montana Kaimin
A new ULTA store had its
grand opening Friday, displaying and selling brandname cosmetic products to
Missoula.
“Missoula needed it,” said
Mariah Sexty, the associate
manger at ULTA.
Sexty said ULTA is differ-

ent not only because it’s the
first place in Missoula to offer many of these name-brand
items, but because it offers a
variety of services, including
waxing bars and a full service
salon, as well as hands-on
consultants.
“You can test it all,” Sexty
said. “We enjoy putting makeup on people.”
However, this kind of ser-

vice comes at a price: Much of
the store consists of prestige
or designer products and very
specialized services, which
can be costly. BareMinerals
READY eye shadow, which
has four colors, costs $30. At
the same time, a hair-smoothing treatment, about the opposite of a perm, costs $159.
Alyssa Mostad, a junior
psychology major, believes
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the products just cost too
much.
“It’s too expensive for Missoula,” Mostad said.
Though Mostad does use
makeup, she said she’s not interested in the big name-brand
products like the ones ULTA
offers. She said she doesn’t even
think ULTA will survive in this
new location.
See ULTA, page 8
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Lost: Keys near Connell St.
or GBB, on 10/14, please
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AUTHENTIC COSTUMES
1000's of costumes, rent or buy!
109 3rd 543-6350. 75 wig styles,
colors, tights, makeup. Carlo's
since 1980 outrageous costumes.
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and didn’t have much traffic
for the store’s third day. One
man in the store, Max Riggs,
followed the two women who
had brought him. He was stuck
directly behind the women and
averting his gaze to either the
ceiling or the floor. He said he
himself would never shop there.
“It’s way too classy for me,”
Riggs said. “Sorry, no.”
Mary Kay sales director and
consultant advisor Bailey Gallo doesn’t think ULTA is likely
to affect the business of Mary
Kay consultants, including UM
students, and says it’s because
Mary Kay offers a more personal experience.
“It’s totally different in the
fact that the person we’re selling
to, we know her. We know her
name,” Gallo said.
Sexty said she hopes college
students will at least look into
ULTA, which is open seven
days a week, and try the free
samples. She said finding a correct brand or color the first time
will save money in the long run.
“I think they should come in
and get that wow experience,”
she said. “When they come into
this store, they will be treated
like no one else.”
madelyn.beck@umontana.edu

FISH
From page 1
The advisory includes northern
pike and rainbow trout between
Missoula and Paradise, where the
Clark Fork meets the Bitterroot
and Flathead rivers, respectively.
Schmetterling said because the
source of the pollutants isn’t clear,
the advisory is on for the long
term.
“What we found was not actually that surprising but it is unfortunate,” he said. “We don’t see an
end to the advisory at this point.”
The consumption advisory
comes after FWP conducted research on a 6-mile stretch of the
Clark Fork last spring and found
that a majority of the fish tested
had traces of chemicals associated
with the pulp and paper mill industry.
“The reason we tested down
there is because of the mill and the
proposed superfund site, but we
don’t know the source (of the toxins),” Schmetterling said. “Until
the source gets cleaned up, these
toxins are going to be in the environment.”
A paper and pulp mill operated in Frenchtown for decades
and dumped its wastewater directly into the Clark Fork from

megan.petersen@umontana.edu
@mlp208

INSIDE
ULTA
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A new ULTA store opened last Friday, bringing brand-name cosmetics to
Missoula. Kaimin reporter Madelyn Beck and videographer Justin Reichert
interview Associate Manager Mariah Sexty who gives the inside scoop.
Check out montanakaimin.com for the video.
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CARLO'S WIGS
75 Styles! Marilyn, Elvis,
Mullet, Curly, Straight, Bangs,
Colors, Dreads, Punk, Einstein,
Afro. Call 543-6350.
FREE SOCKS
WIN $500 in FREE Smartwool
Socks. 3 Drawings - October
31, November 30 and December
31. Right Now - Buy 3 Socks

the mid-80s until it closed in 2010,
according to the Clark Fork Coalition. Since then, the mill site has
attracted attention from the Environmental Protection Agency,
which sampled soil and water for
pollution in 2011. The results of the
EPA sampling qualified the site
for Superfund listing. Superfunds
were designed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act
of 1980, to clean areas strongly affected by pollutants and contaminants.
The site is currently going
through the application process
for Superfund status, but the EPA
designates new sites only twice a
year and the government shutdown slowed the process, said
Chris Brick, science director of the
Clark Fork Coalition.
“It will ultimately get listed
and hopefully it will happen this
spring,” she said.
But Brick said this is the first
time that the site’s been looked
into.
“Really, it’s just the first look at
it. It just opens a Pandora’s box,”
she said. “We know that there’s
more there that just hasn’t been
found yet.”

and get the 4th for Free. Hide
& Sole, Downtown Missoula.
HIDEANDSOLE.COM
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
Authentic costumes, 1000's
of rental choices! Carlo's
costumes 10-6pm. 109 3rd
543-6350. Wigs, tights, hats.
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted

best of Missoula 2013. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540.
M&M Driving School private
driving lessons 542-1023.
PSA
The Gentlemen of the Sigma
Chi Fraternity are hosting a
fundraiser for the John Huntsman
Cancer Institute November 8th

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

in the Adams Center Sky Club.
The event features dinner, live
music, a door prize, and a live
auction. Tickets are $50 per
person and $100 for a couple.
Contact Austen Grooms
(801-389-2201) for tickets or
more information. Reserve
your spot today, limited
space available.
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Never have i ever
Broken out of the friend-zone
By Ashley Nerbovig
I recently had a friend ask me how I friend-zoned my good guy
friends. While I did my duty as a friend and gave her ill-advised
and terrible suggestions on how to do a good job friend-zoning
someone, I left the conversation feeling oddly cheap. And thinking about Bestfriend.
Bestfriend was pretty cool. He was super funny, not un-attractive, and used to drive this tiny two-door car that had the
seat-belts that moved to strap you in. In high school, we were
best friends for a short time.
Bestfriend was great.
But then Bestfriend wasn’t just great. Suddenly, Bestfriend
was great, and smart, and cute, and funny, and perfect, and my
future husband. I loved Bestfriend. I had fallen head over heels
in love with Bestfriend. I was desperate for him to see how I was
the perfect girl in every way for him.
Unfortunately, he saw me as his little sister, not his sexy protege.
I didn’t understand this at the time. All I understood was that
I had feelings for him.
Then the day came when Bestfriend and I went out for a burger. It was pretty dark and we were sitting at the lake near my
house munching on fries. “One Week” by the Barenaked Ladies
was playing from his iPod, and I remember feeling so content,
so happy. We’d stopped talking and we were just looking at the
lake.
Then Bestfriend said it was about time for him to get me back
before curfew. He put the key in the ignition and started the car.
In my head a voice was screaming, “It’s now or never Nerb! Do
it!”
I leaned in swiftly to kiss him while he looked over his shoulder to back up.
Throwing his head back in surprise, he spun the wheel sharply and rammed the car into a tree behind us.
While we waited for his dad to come check on the damage to
the car, Bestfriend made it more than clear that hitting a tree was
preferable to kissing me.
The thing I came to realize after this ordeal is that Bestfriend
and I were never really friends. You aren’t “just friends” with
someone you like and you aren’t “just friends” with someone
who likes you.
I know that people will argue that point, but if you like someone, and you’re trying to make that happen, your mind will be
so focused on that, that you’ll miss the bigger picture of who that
person is.
I believe in embracing the friend-zone. Girls or guys who treat
the friend-zone as a bad thing are saying “sex can define all my
relationships,” and “I can’t keep it in my pants.”
The friend-zone sucks sometimes, but trying tooth-and-nail
to scratch your way out of it will either leave you pining after
someone you can never have, or losing a best friend ... or with
expensive car damage you have to help pay to repair.
ashley.nerbovig@umontana.edu
@anerbovig
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“I like calling him
douchenugget. It sounds so
much more dirtier.”

“If knowing how to party
means knowing Satan, then
I think I’m good.”

M

ore than two years
ago, the University
of Montana went
smoke-free. Since then, it has
been up to the University Police to enforce the ban, which
isn’t within its jurisdiction.
There is an effort to re-word
the ban, granting University
Police the authority to issue
citations. The Tobacco Task
Force, a group aimed at banning filthy tar-breaths from
campus, leads the cause.
WK: Here to discuss tonight’s issue, we have the
vaguely relevant Smokey the
Bear.
Smokey: Well, hello there!
WK: … and stressed out
graduate student Yumaika
Mecoff.
Mecoff: How long is this
going to take?
WK: Not long, don’t worry. First question for you Ms.
Mecoff: Is it really so hard to
walk a little ways off campus
to the designated smoking
zones?
Mecoff: What in God’s
name is ‘off-campus’? You
think I have time for wandering out into the boonies of the
University District just so I
can smoke one or five stresssticks?
Smokey: It doesn’t take
that long, friend. It’s only a
few hundred yards and you’ll

A+C
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“My first kid’s name is
going to be Honk Meow.
It’s going to be a bitch to
spell.”
CRAIG HALL

“Prostitution. Hear me out.”
@aroundtheoval
#aroundtheoval

KNIGHTS OF THE ROUND TABLE
Tobacco-free campus
By Eben Wragge-Keller

be doing a very nice thing for
all the people who would be
exposed to that foul odor!
Mecoff: First of all, it’s not
foul, it’s the one breath of air
that keeps me from pulling
my hair out. It’s damn beautiful. Second of all, I don’t care
at all about these people who
are “subjected” to my smoke
for all of five seconds when a
gust of wind blows it in their
direction. If you get lung cancer from a little smoke that a
breeze is carrying, you might
have bigger issues on your
hands.
Smokey: I just don’t think
it’s very healthy for people to
be breathing in smoke from a
burning substance. Any burning substance!
Mecoff: That’s pretty high
talk coming from someone I
caught eating from my garbage can last night …
Smokey: You shut the hell
up.
WK: Okay, let’s keep it civil
here folks. Smokey, have you
ever known anyone who was
actually affected by breathing
in smoke?
Smokey: My best friend
Rupert Rabbit died from
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breathing in too much smoke!
Mecoff: That was asphyxiation from a forest fire. Not
the same thing at all. I’m sorry for your friend and everything, but don’t take this out
on us cigarette smokers. The
Lolo fires impacted a lot of
lives.
Smokey: Poor little guy.
The fires started right by his
den too. He never stood a
chance. But maybe I wouldn’t
have had to teach him a lesson had he listened to me and
stayed away from my daughter …
Mecoff: Wait, what?
WK: Are you saying you
started the Lolo fires last
summer?
Smokey: …
Mecoff: You did! You son
of a bitch! And you’re here
passing judgment on us?!
Smokey: RAAAAAAAAWWWWWRRRRR!!!
WK: Well that’s all the time
for tonight folks! Tune in next
week for — Yumaika, put the
chair down — another edition
of Knights of the Round Table!
Mecoff: (WHERE’RE MY
DAMN CIGARETTES?!)
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A license to kill: Montana hunters target mountain lions
Breana Milldrum

For the Montana Kaimin
On the densely wooded slopes
of Swartz Creek, Hunter Vandonsel
was looking for a body. The previous week he had shot a bull elk with
his bow.
Now he was returning with a
12-gauge Benneli shotgun and a
bear tag, hoping a bear would be
on the elk carcass. What Vandonsel
found both scared and excited him.
“There was actually a cat that
had been on the kill. You could tell
it was a cat because when they get
kill they will gather it up and they’ll
bury it,” he said, spreading his fingers and pawing at the air. “I’m sure
that cat was 200 yards away watching us the whole time. They’re
sneaky and they’re scary.”
Vandonsel, a sophomore wild-

life biology major at the University
of Montana, is one of a growing
number of hunters getting ready to
purchase a mountain lion license
this year.
According to Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Parks, 3,705 licenses
were purchased in 2012, 3,991 in
2011, and 5,146 in 2012.
License numbers usually fluctuate, but the past three years show
an increase in hunter interest, Joleen
Tabey, of Montana FWP said.
Helena native Conrad Bentley
has been hunting mountain lions
for over two years and gotten very
close to one big cat.
“I’ve been touched by a mountain lion when it jumps out of the
tree,” Bentley said.
Few hunters get to see a mountain lion, let alone be touched by
one or harvest one. In the past three

years, only one in ten licensed hunters killed a mountain lion, according to FWP harvesting records.
FWP limits the number of lions
that can be taken in any particular
area of the state. General lion quotas can range from two lions taken
within a district to 35 lions taken,
and each quota contains a sub-quota indicating how many of those lions can be male or female. When a
quota is reached, that area is closed
for the season.
“There’s not a cap on licenses,”
Tabey said. “We have a cap on how
many animals can be taken.”
Tanner Saul, a freshman in
wildlife biology at the University of
Montana — who volunteered with
the National Park Service in the
Santa Monica Mountains, tracking,
researching and tagging mountain
lions —
 is opposed to hunting the

big cats.
“Personally, I would never hunt a
carnivore, so definitely not a mountain lion,” Saul said, “I worked on a
study with mountain lions for three
years so they are very close to my
heart.”
But for Bentley, mountain lion
hunting is about the great physical effort and financial sacrifices of
coming close to the big cat. He describes a typical mountain lion hunt
as beginning around 2 a.m. after a
fresh snow. Hunters drive forest
roads looking for tracks. At sunrise,
they release their dogs and continue
the hours-long trek, anywhere from
eight to 12 miles, tracking their dogs
through deep snow.
“I’ve really got a lot better appreciation for the mountain lion now
that I hunt them,” he said. “I think
the mountain lion is one of the most
beautiful animals around.”
Though Vandonsel does not
own dogs or a snowmobile to track
mountain lions, he is still determined to go after the carnivore he
finds so alluring. “I always thought
they were beautiful animals and I
always thought it would be cool to
get one,” he said.
Predator population control also
informs his decision to get a license

and his desire to harvest a mountain
lion. He believes hunting mountain
lions is a good way to keep predator and prey ratios in balance and
considers the Montana FWP as an
appropriate arbitrator for predator
population control.
“FWP does a good job managing quotas,” he said. “People want
to see nature as managing itself, but
they fail to recognize that people are
a part of nature, so you can’t take
them out of the equation.”
Saul, on the other hand, believes
that mountain lion hunting is a
response to increasing human encroachment on predator habitat. In
this case he feels it’s better to let the
ecosystem balance itself.
“Why do we have to intervene
with something? That seems to be
more of a human perspective,” he
said. “We always think; why are
they in our back yard? But we’re in
their territory.”
Regardless of the financial and
physical difficulties and opposition
from anti-mountain lion hunters,
Vandonsel will purchase a mountain lion license this year.
“I like to hunt everything and
anything,” he said. “I mean, my
Dad named me Hunter.”
breana.mildrum@umconnect.umt.edu
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Poppin’ tags in Griz Country
Jesse Flickinger
Montana Kaimin
Prepare to don your best thrift
shop finds, put your hands in the
air, and hope that your waving
indicates that you just don’t care
— Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
will be returning to the Big Sky
on Thursday night.
The hip-hop duo from Seattle
has slowly turned from indie rap
pioneers to international sensations. They’ve spent most of 2013
on a tour that has plucked them
out of the Emerald City and onto
some of the biggest stages in the
world. And now they are coming
to Missoula fresh off a European-run of dates that featured the
pair headlining stages from Paris to Prague.
The duo is known for their
theatrical live shows, poignant
lyrics and inventive music videos. Last fall the two rocked a

packed Wilma Theatre, and their
return marks the second time
they have played in town.
Adam Richardson, a sophomore studying business, said last
year’s show was the most energy
he’s seen in a crowd.
“It was intense,” Richardson
said. “Macklemore’s neck was
bulging, the crowd was covered
in sweat and you could just tell
he was way into it.”
Richardson may be camping
out to make sure he gets good
spots for this Thursday’s show.
“If we don’t end up camping,
I’m getting in line before 9 a.m.,”
Richardson said.
The pair are known for their
antics on stage, including a bevy
of costumes and high-energy
sing-alongs. Some performances
have gone viral; including Macklemore snapping selfies from
the stage after a fan at a George
Washington University show
threw an iPhone on stage.
Director of University of Montana Productions Eric Hemphill
said they’ve received an immense amount of positive feedback from the community.
“It’s a big show,” Hemphill
said. “We love getting shows college students want to see in Missoula.”
The amount of people coming
in for the show makes it a large
one to manage. Hemphill said
they anticipate six trucks and
eight buses worth of staff and
materials to make tit all come together.
Singles “Can’t Hold Us” and
“Thrift Shop” have spread everywhere, from awards stages to
ESPN. The music videos for the
two singles share close to 600
million views on YouTube, with

their total catalog now approaching billions of hits.
Their single “Same Love” also
received praise from the music
world and LGBT community
with its condemnation of the
homophobia that pervades hiphop and society. The track won
a VMA for Best Song with a Message this year.
Macklemore & Ryan Lewis
made waves in the music industry this past year by independently releasing their debut
album “The Heist.” The album
landed the No. 1 slot on iTunes
and debuted at No. 2 on the Billboard Hot 100 chart, the first independently released album to
do so. They also made Billboard
history for being the first group
to send their first two singles to
the top of the chart.
The pair posts original content on YouTube on a regular
basis, appearing frequently in
parodies, throwing pizza parties for dedicated fans and even
explaining how to properly hold
and cuddle cats.
They recently began showcasing their life behind the scenes
with a five-part docu-series on
their experiences on their first
world tour. The introspective series started this month and can
be seen on their website continuation of their tour through the
states.
Opening for the group will be
special guests Talib Kweli and
Big K.R.I.T.
Kweli will add a veteran presence to the stage. He gained
hip-hop infamy in 1998 after his
debut collaboration with Mos
Def under the moniker “Black
Star.” Kweli has since churned
out five solo albums and inspired

Tommy Martino/Montana Kaimin
Seattle hip-hop artist Macklemore performs a lively set under the lights for
a sold out Wilma Theater on Oct. 18 2012.

to many up and coming rappers,
including Macklemore.
His
latest album “Prisoner of Consciousness” released last spring
to positive reviews from major
music publications.
Big K.R.I.T’s — which stands
for King Remembered in Time
— debut studio album “Live
from the Underground” reached
No. 1 on the Hip-Hop Billboard

charts in 2012. Prior to his album,
he frequently contributed to the
mixtape scene, releasing 10 since
2005. He has been featured on
tracks from Wiz Khalifa, Ludacris, Curren$y and Yelawolf.
Doors open at 7:00 p.m., and the
show starts at 8:00 p.m. Craigslist
may be the best place to get tickets
as the show is currently sold out.

jesse.flickinger@umontana.edu
@Jmon99
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How UM diversity administrators measure success
Matt Hudson
Montana Kaimin
Like your favorite children’s
book said, diversity is everywhere.
The notion of getting along and
accepting others is a fundamental
lesson.
It is intangible — an idea that’s
tough to measure. At UM, diversity translates into salaried jobs, and
like all jobs, progress must be measurable.
The University’s official diversity strategic plan paints diversity
with a broad stroke. It encompasses
age, ideas, race, religion, gender, socioeconomic background and other
factors. Generally, it points out that
everyone is different. To accelerate
the inclusiveness, UM has employees that work specifically toward
these ideals.
Jamar Galbreath is the diversity programs coordinator at the
University Center. He works to
promote the diversity among students, coordinating closely with the
Student Involvement Network and
the University Center to promote
the idea among the student body
through activities, forums and other events.
“Diversity in itself is a complex
topic that, a lot of times, people
want a simplistic answer to,” he
said. “I think that it’s something
you start understanding more as
you have conversations, or as you
go out and explore things beyond
just who you are.”
Galbreath said he wants to get
people away from viewing diversity as a concrete requirement
that needs to be added, because it
already exists in the campus community. In the context of his work,
he gauges diversity by the quality
of the student experience. It’s something he hopes to achieve through
the conversations solicited by his
programs.
In order to measure success
when striving for an abstract idea,
Galbreath sets abstract goals. Connecting to the campus community,
feeling empowered and engaging

people’s curiosities are some objectives that he mentioned. It’s more to
him than setting a requisite number of diverse students.
“When you do that, the idea is
that diversity becomes something
that’s quantifiable, and it’s not,”
he said. “If you’re thinking of it in
ways that is quantifiable, then I believe that you’re going about it the
wrong way.”
But to show that the University promotes diversity, it has to be
measured in some way. In accreditation reviews, for instance, numerical standards are set for the
ethnic complexion of the student
body. In its 2010 internal accreditation report, the University looked at
its percentage of Native American
students.
The report referred to a directive enacted by the 1990 Montana
Board of Regents that suggested
the student population should reflect the state’s ethnic composition.
It said the school came up short of
the requirement in 2008.
Recent numbers show that 5.3
percent of the student body reported themselves as Native American
in 2012 — short of the census figure
of 6.5 percent for the state. This was
an improvement, as far as numbers
go, from UM’s 2008 findings.
This numerical representation
of diversity is a part of the university’s official diversity plan, which
includes the goal of increasing the
number of staff and students from
“historically
underrepresented
populations.” The plan was last updated in 2009.
Maria Cole, the diversity retention and recruitment coordinator,
works to make sure UM’s hiring
practices reflect its student enlistment.
“The endgame is to be able to
speak to the diversity on this campus in more quantifiable terms,”
Cole said.
Cole’s job involves ensuring that
the University faculty, staff and
contract professionals represent a
broad cross-section of society. One
main duty is to improve the out-

Stacy Thacker/Montana Kaimin
Maria Cole is the University’s diversity retention and recruitment coordinator, and works on promoting diversity.
Cole is also a co-chair on the Diversity Advisory Council.

reach to job applicants. The goal is
to cast as wide a net as possible, she
said, to attract a large pool of potential employees.
This is accomplished in a number of ways, Cole said. In recruitment, she focuses on helping the
University attract applicants from
different sections of society. Ideally, these sections reflect the array
of qualities that make a population
diverse. Cole considers gender, sexual, geographic, idealistic and racial
diversity when reaching out to potential job candidates.
When an employee leaves the
University, Cole conducts an exit
interview to gauge his or her experience. It surveys the person’s
thoughts on the campus community and culture. The answers enter
a database, which compiles the interviews and helps Cole determine
how best to keep employees at UM.
She also works with an assessment committee alongside the
office of planning, budgeting and
analysis to determine new ways for
the University to show their work in
terms of diversity. The idea is to find
a way to measure diversity beyond
the hiring numbers. Cole wants to
compile information on how people

feel about their employment.
“I think we’re getting there,” she
said. “We’re putting into place tools
that are going to help us increase
the diverse population on campus.”
A divergence occurs between
promoting diversity and applying
it to hiring practices, said Eric Gutiérrez, director of equal opportunity
and affirmative action and Title IX
coordinator for UM.
While diversity in general might
refer to the culture of inclusiveness
in the community, Gutiérrez’s job
includes enforcing laws that regulate the University’s employment
process. Affirmative Action and
Title IX legislation applies to certain
groups and practices, while diversity involves how everyone interacts.
“Diversity is not about protection. It’s about promoting and supporting,” he said. “One is more of a
philosophical sense of how we embrace diverse peoples. The other is
actually a legal precept that comes
as a form of equal opportunity
that’s specific to hiring.”
But the definitions overlap and
perpetuate each other, and that’s
another way to measure success,
Gutiérrez said. If diversity in practice succeeds, the campus commu-

nity becomes a more hospitable environment for people. The quality
of life increases and the University
accomplishes its goal of retaining
diverse students and staff.
Given the scope of this idea, it
takes a large group of people working together to reach the University’s goals, Galbreath said. He sits on
the University’s Diversity Advisory
Council alongside Gutiérrez, Cole,
student group representatives and
members of faculty and administration. This committee meets
monthly to address concerns campus-wide.
Whether the idea is measurable or not, the process is ongoing.
The administrative positions tied
directly to diversity, alongside various committees and programs,
are measurements themselves. It’s
quantified by the number of employees working toward promoting a social goal.
“I think that if we get people to
actively think about diversity and
try to see themselves within that
notion,” Galbreath said, “then I
think that’s something that lends itself to us taking big steps forward.”

matthew.hudson@umontana.edu
@sanfordish
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Experienced players shine in Lady Griz scrimmage
Karl Schneider
Montana Kaimin
Just ask head coach Robin
Selvig, it’s too early to tell how
good the Lady Griz will be after
their first on-court appearance.
“I have a hard time telling
too much from scrimmages because we’re playing each other,”
Selvig said. “Some of the older
kids looked comfortable and did
a good job.”
And it’s true, experience
certainly played a role in the
outcome of the annual Maroon
and Silver scrimmage, with the
maroon team topping the silver
67-52 Tuesday night at Dahlberg
Arena.
The maroon squad started
hot, taking the lead early by going to the post with junior forward Carly Selvig (niece of Robin) and senior forward Jordan
Sullivan, both of whom finished
with double-doubles.
“The way we had them split
up we kind of put the older
guards with the younger inside kids to try and make this
a game where I didn’t try to
switch them around,” Robin
said. “The team that won had

all returners, and that probably
made the difference.”
The experienced frontcourt of
the maroon team imposed their
will on the silver, winning the rebounding battle 40-28 and easily
scoring inside.
“Carly hadn’t been making
any shots in practice for the last
few days and she came to life a
little bit,” Robin said. “I thought
she was very strong and active
tonight so that was good.”
Carly finished with 16 points
and 15 rebounds.
Senior guard Torry Hill
paced the silver team, leading
all scorers with 19 points while
grabbing six rebounds and
snagging three steals.
“Torry’s just playing great,”
Robin said. “Whatever team
she’s on, she does a nice job on
(defense) and she’s really playing well.”
Hill, who started the game
at point guard, got her offensive
spark midway through the first
half when she moved to the twoguard. Following the switch, Hill
ran off 11 straight points for the
silver, hitting three 3-pointers
and a runner in the lane, and
scoring 13 of the team’s final 16

points of the half.
“Yeah I think we’ll mix it up a
little bit because Haley (Vining)
is back,” said Hill of the switch to
shooting guard. “So now when
Haley’s in at practice, I’ve been
playing the two. That’s fine. I like
the two, you can score a little bit.”
While Hill showcased her
offensive ability, and Carly and
Sullivan controlled the paint,
after the game Robin said the
team needed to work on “everything.”
“That’s the bad thing about
scrimmages, you’re not defending if you’re scoring and
if you’re scoring you’re not defending,” Robin said. “So you
really start learning more about
yourselves. Hopefully not too
much more for when we start
playing someone else.”
But one thing did catch Robin’s
eye in a positive light: the passing
between players in the post.
“One thing that stands out, I
think as a group, is that this team
passes pretty well,” he said.
The Lady Griz will officially
open their season Oct. 28 when
they host Montana State–Billings.
karl.schneider@umontana.edu
@karltschneider

Meghan Nolt/Montana Kaimin
Redshirt junior forward Carly Selvig shoots over freshman Alycia Sims
during Montana’s Maroon and Silver scrimmage Tuesday night.
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Griz basketball hits court for first time
Andy Bixler
Montana Kaimin
The stakes were low for the
Montana men’s basketball team
in the annual Maroon and Silver Scrimmage Tuesday, but
they made a strong impression
in their first public appearance
this season.
And the biggest impression
of all was the one everyone saw
coming – this squad is senior
forward Kareem Jamar’s team
to run.
“He was great. Not only did
he score, but he set up a lot,”
said head coach Wayne Tinkle of Jamar’s performance. “I
don’t know if he even got credit
for all of his assists.”
Despite being traded from
silver to maroon at halftime,
Jamar showed why he was College Sports Madness’ Mid-Major preseason Player of the
Year dominating play on both
ends of the floor. Last year’s
Big Sky Conference Most Valuable Player scored 18 points,

and had five assists during the
short 32-minute scrimmage.
He was also the most vocal,
gathering the younger players into huddles, and shouting
defensive matchups with the
coaches from the sidelines.
In addition to being Montana’s star player, Jamar is also
the Grizzlies most versatile,
Tinkle said.
“The neat thing about Kareem is he’ll do it from the
one, two, three or four.” Tinkle
said. “Our first meeting I said
‘Kareem, what would you say
if we told you in the opening
game against Minnesota you’d
be starting at five,’ and he said
‘Coach, I’d be the best five I can
be for you.’”
As of now, Tinkle said, if the
team were to play tomorrow,
the five most veteran players Jamar, senior Eric Hutchinson,
junior Keron Deshields, junior
Jordan Gregory and junior
Mike Weisner would be the
starting lineup.
The scrimmage was also

an opportunity for Montana’s
new players to make a pass at
those starting spots. Montana
has seven players who are new
to the team this year – five

All of the new players saw
significant minutes, but Kemp
stood out, scoring 16 points and
pulling down seven rebounds
in his first outing as a Griz.

‘Our first meeting I said ‘Kareem, what
would you say if we told you in the
opening game against Minnesota you’d
be starting at five,’ and he said ‘Coach,
I’d be the best five I can be for you.’
Wayne Tinkle
head coach
freshman (including redshirt
freshman Riley Bradshaw, who
transferred from Utah State
and isn’t eligible until after
Christmas) and two traditional
transfers, Martin Breunig from
the University of Washington
and Chris Kemp, who transferred from West Texas Community College.

Tinkle said the junior had
even more success in a team
scrimmage last Saturday, pulling down 17 rebounds.
“He’s a low-post threat, and
we told him we aren’t worried
about how many points he’ll
score,” Tinkle said. “We need
him eating the glass.”
Kemp admitted he was a bit

lost at times on the floor, but
said that it is something that
will get better as he becomes
more familiar with the system.
“Today, I just didn’t have the
rebounding intensity I should
have had,” Kemp said. “But
I have to give credit to Eric
Hutchinson, he played like a
man tonight.”
The maroon squad came
back from a seven-point deficit
at the half to win the scrimmage 59-53 over the silver team,
although at least five players
switched sides at halftime.
“I wasn’t disappointed,” Tinkle said. “Other than making
good decisions offensively, I
don’t think (scoring) is going to
be our concern, we’ve got playmakers. We’ve got to defend,
we’ve got to be able to get rebounds. We’ve got a lot of new
guys, and I was impressed.
“We’re healthy, we didn’t get
hurt, and we’ve got things on
video to look at for Saturday.”
andrew.bixler@umontana.edu
@ambixler3

FOOTBALL

Grizzly football celebrates 116 years of competition
Karl Schneider
Montana Kaimin
The Montana Grizzly football program is one of the most
celebrated in Football Championship Subdivision history.
But the Griz weren’t always
juggernauts on the football
field.
Tuesday marked the 116th
anniversary of Montana’s first
college football game and season. Montana, known then as

State University, played its first
game against Missoula’s local
squad, the Tigers, resulting in
a 0-0 tie.
During the 1897 season,
Montana lost twice to both the
Tigers and Butte Business College. It wasn’t until Thanksgiving Day that Montana won a
game, beating the Agricultural
College of the State of Montana
in Missoula 18-6.
Since its first season, Montana has played in four dif-

ferent conferences, including
two as a charter member — the
Northwest Intercollegiate Athletic Association in 1902 and
the Big Sky Conference in 1963.
Montana joined the Pacific Coast Conference, made up
of eight of the original Pac-10
teams and the University of
Idaho from 1924-49. During
its time in the PCC, Montana
recorded only nine victories,
beating Idaho eight times and
Washington State once.

In 1951, after playing one
season as independents, the
Griz joined the Mountain States
Conference, better known as
the Skyline Conference. The
Griz played in the Skyline from
1951 until it dissolved in 1962.
Montana matched up against
teams such as Brigham Young,
Colorado, Colorado State and
Utah, but never had a winning
season.
Following the 1962 season,
Montana helped in the forma-

tion of the Big Sky Conference,
which celebrates its 50-year anniversary this season.
As a member of the BSC,
Montana has captured 18 conference championships — 12
of which came consecutively
from 1998-2009 — and two national championships.
This season, Montana is 6-1
and aiming for its first conference title since 2011.
karl.schneider@umontana.edu
@karltschneider
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New waitlist eases registration problems

Kaci Felstet
The University of Montana
is attempting to make it easier
for students to get into high-demand classes with an electronic waiting list system.
UM started using the electronic system last spring to

place registering students on
waiting lists for full classes this
fall.
Joe Hickman, interim registrar for the University, said he
thinks this could solve a lot of
problems students have while
registering.
“This will allow students to
waitlist for courses they really

MONTANA

MISSOULA

Montana Kaimin

Toxins in Clark
Fork make fish
unsafe to eat

need to graduate,” Hickman
said.
Unlike in the past, Cyberbear now asks students if
they would like to be put on
the waiting list for the course,
Hickman said.
When a spot opens up, the
next student on the list is sent
an email, and they have 72

hours to decide if they want
to register for the course. The
waitlist will help facilitate the
process, but doesn’t guarantee
a spot in the class.
“Be sure to have another
plan in place in case they can’t
get into their waitlisted courses,” Hickman said.
The electronic waitlist will

help departments and instuctors know the demand for
certain classes. It also tells departments which times most
students want to take classes
depending on the section they
register for. This helps departments when deciding to add classes
and sections.
See REGISTRATION, page 8

Megan Petersen
Montana Kaimin
The fish in the Clark Fork
River are toxic, and three state
departments recommend Montanans find another source of
protein and omega-3s.
Montana’s departments of
Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Environmental Quality, and Public
Health and Human Services
are advising people not to eat
fish from a 105-mile stretch of
river between Missoula and
Paradise, Mont., after research
showed high levels of dioxins,
furans and polychlorinated biphenyls in rainbow trout and
northern pike.
Carol Ballew, senior public
health epidemiologist with the
DPHHS, said long-term and
heavy exposure to toxins like
the Clark Fork fish can lead to
cancer or nervous and immune
system problems.
“We put a consumption advisory out when we don’t think
it’s safe to eat fish and especially in the case of the northern
pike,” Ballew said. “We don’t
think it’s safe at all.”
FWP fish biologist David
Schmetterling said northern
pike live longer and prey on
other fish, which means toxins
accumulate more in the species. Because they grow bigger,
they’re often the ones that people keep to eat.
See FISH, page 8
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Last semester the electronic waiting list was tested on a few UM
courses. The University ended up
adding more math and chemistry
courses for this fall semester because
the waitlist showed sufficient demand, Hickman said.
Linda Bailey, a Spanish teacher at
UM, taught a class the waitlist was
tested on. Having the waitlist made
the process easier for her, but she
said she thinks students will benefit
the most.
“It’s a huge advantage for the students to not have to be constantly on
the Cyberbear program trying to get
into a class,” Bailey said.
Although Bailey liked the waitlist, there were some problems with
it. Some waitlisted students didn’t
know that they should attend the
class even if they weren’t registered,
in case a spot opened up.
“There were a lot of students
who wanted to get into the class but
weren’t attending, so they would get
behind,” Bailey said.
On the first day of class, teachers
take over the waitlist. This means
they not only go in order of the waitlist, but also take into account who is
showing up for class.
For some students, getting into
certain classes determines whether
they will graduate or not. Mariah
Rys-Sikora, a senior at UM, said she
has seen a lot of students run into
similar problems.
“I’ve been here for four years
now, and people seem to have a lot
of problems registering,” Rys-Sikora
said.
Rys-Sikora said she hasn’t had
any serious problems with not
getting into classes, but thinks the
waitlist could solve some problems
students have.
“It’s just a pain for a lot of people,”
Rys-Sikora. “I think this will definitely help a lot; especially if more
sections are opened.”

“I really don’t,” she said.
“Not in Missoula, not in Montana anywhere.”
However, a few ULTA stores
in Montana are doing well, including shops in Bozeman, Billings, and Helena, Sexty said.
According to a 2008 YWCA
report entitled “Beauty at Any
Cost,” Americans, on average,
spend $7 billion a year on cosmetics, which is about $100 per
person per month.
“We have basically not
stopped since opening,” Sexty
said, looking toward the long
line of customers at the cash
registers on the store’s third day.
“And we don’t see it stopping.”
This is not only because
ULTA is one of the only places
in town that offers name-brand
products, Sexty said, but because they also offer more affordable products people can
find at other retail stores, such
as L’Oreal and Maybelline, with
the added bonus of samples and
consultants. She said they have
a huge selection of hair-care
products, perfumes and a range
of other cosmetics
“It’s nice that it has everything in one location,” said Kayley Boshler, a freshman anthropology major.
Boshler first heard of the
store from a friend while she
was searching for bareMinerals products in the mall. Even
though she was originally looking for that one brand, she ended up perusing less-expensive
products.
“It’s nice to have name brand
and other stuff as well,” she
said.
ULTA is also trying to entice
men into its bright pink and
white store by offering many
types of male hair and body
care products and designer
colognes. Its section is rather
small in comparison, however,

kaci.felstet@umontana.edu
@kacifelstet

Justin Reichert/Montana Kaimin
The new ULTA location on North Russell offers a wide variety of cosmetic products and specialty services all under one roof.

Beauty boutique tests big brands in Big Sky
Madelyn Beck
Montana Kaimin
A new ULTA store had its
grand opening Friday, displaying and selling brandname cosmetic products to
Missoula.
“Missoula needed it,” said
Mariah Sexty, the associate
manger at ULTA.
Sexty said ULTA is differ-

ent not only because it’s the
first place in Missoula to offer many of these name-brand
items, but because it offers a
variety of services, including
waxing bars and a full service
salon, as well as hands-on
consultants.
“You can test it all,” Sexty
said. “We enjoy putting makeup on people.”
However, this kind of ser-

vice comes at a price: Much of
the store consists of prestige
or designer products and very
specialized services, which
can be costly. BareMinerals
READY eye shadow, which
has four colors, costs $30. At
the same time, a hair-smoothing treatment, about the opposite of a perm, costs $159.
Alyssa Mostad, a junior
psychology major, believes
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the products just cost too
much.
“It’s too expensive for Missoula,” Mostad said.
Though Mostad does use
makeup, she said she’s not interested in the big name-brand
products like the ones ULTA
offers. She said she doesn’t even
think ULTA will survive in this
new location.
See ULTA, page 8
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LOST AND FOUND
Lost: Keys near Connell St.
or GBB, on 10/14, please
call 531-4485!
AUTHENTIC COSTUMES
1000's of costumes, rent or buy!
109 3rd 543-6350. 75 wig styles,
colors, tights, makeup. Carlo's
since 1980 outrageous costumes.
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and didn’t have much traffic
for the store’s third day. One
man in the store, Max Riggs,
followed the two women who
had brought him. He was stuck
directly behind the women and
averting his gaze to either the
ceiling or the floor. He said he
himself would never shop there.
“It’s way too classy for me,”
Riggs said. “Sorry, no.”
Mary Kay sales director and
consultant advisor Bailey Gallo doesn’t think ULTA is likely
to affect the business of Mary
Kay consultants, including UM
students, and says it’s because
Mary Kay offers a more personal experience.
“It’s totally different in the
fact that the person we’re selling
to, we know her. We know her
name,” Gallo said.
Sexty said she hopes college
students will at least look into
ULTA, which is open seven
days a week, and try the free
samples. She said finding a correct brand or color the first time
will save money in the long run.
“I think they should come in
and get that wow experience,”
she said. “When they come into
this store, they will be treated
like no one else.”
madelyn.beck@umontana.edu

FISH
From page 1
The advisory includes northern
pike and rainbow trout between
Missoula and Paradise, where the
Clark Fork meets the Bitterroot
and Flathead rivers, respectively.
Schmetterling said because the
source of the pollutants isn’t clear,
the advisory is on for the long
term.
“What we found was not actually that surprising but it is unfortunate,” he said. “We don’t see an
end to the advisory at this point.”
The consumption advisory
comes after FWP conducted research on a 6-mile stretch of the
Clark Fork last spring and found
that a majority of the fish tested
had traces of chemicals associated
with the pulp and paper mill industry.
“The reason we tested down
there is because of the mill and the
proposed superfund site, but we
don’t know the source (of the toxins),” Schmetterling said. “Until
the source gets cleaned up, these
toxins are going to be in the environment.”
A paper and pulp mill operated in Frenchtown for decades
and dumped its wastewater directly into the Clark Fork from

megan.petersen@umontana.edu
@mlp208
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A new ULTA store opened last Friday, bringing brand-name cosmetics to
Missoula. Kaimin reporter Madelyn Beck and videographer Justin Reichert
interview Associate Manager Mariah Sexty who gives the inside scoop.
Check out montanakaimin.com for the video.
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CARLO'S WIGS
75 Styles! Marilyn, Elvis,
Mullet, Curly, Straight, Bangs,
Colors, Dreads, Punk, Einstein,
Afro. Call 543-6350.
FREE SOCKS
WIN $500 in FREE Smartwool
Socks. 3 Drawings - October
31, November 30 and December
31. Right Now - Buy 3 Socks

the mid-80s until it closed in 2010,
according to the Clark Fork Coalition. Since then, the mill site has
attracted attention from the Environmental Protection Agency,
which sampled soil and water for
pollution in 2011. The results of the
EPA sampling qualified the site
for Superfund listing. Superfunds
were designed under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act
of 1980, to clean areas strongly affected by pollutants and contaminants.
The site is currently going
through the application process
for Superfund status, but the EPA
designates new sites only twice a
year and the government shutdown slowed the process, said
Chris Brick, science director of the
Clark Fork Coalition.
“It will ultimately get listed
and hopefully it will happen this
spring,” she said.
But Brick said this is the first
time that the site’s been looked
into.
“Really, it’s just the first look at
it. It just opens a Pandora’s box,”
she said. “We know that there’s
more there that just hasn’t been
found yet.”

and get the 4th for Free. Hide
& Sole, Downtown Missoula.
HIDEANDSOLE.COM
HALLOWEEN COSTUMES
Authentic costumes, 1000's
of rental choices! Carlo's
costumes 10-6pm. 109 3rd
543-6350. Wigs, tights, hats.
SERVICES
Reliable PC/laptop repair. Voted

best of Missoula 2013. Student
discounts! 136 E Broadway
Computer Central 542-6540.
M&M Driving School private
driving lessons 542-1023.
PSA
The Gentlemen of the Sigma
Chi Fraternity are hosting a
fundraiser for the John Huntsman
Cancer Institute November 8th

The Kiosk runs 4 days per week.
Prepayment is required. Ads may be
placed at DAH 207 or via FAX: 2435475, email: ads@montanakaimin.com
or call 243-6541.
Lost and found ads may be placed in
the Kiosk free of charge. They can be 3
lines long and run for 3 days.

in the Adams Center Sky Club.
The event features dinner, live
music, a door prize, and a live
auction. Tickets are $50 per
person and $100 for a couple.
Contact Austen Grooms
(801-389-2201) for tickets or
more information. Reserve
your spot today, limited
space available.
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